The TriStar Tec 12 is a welldesigned, dual-action 12 gauge
born for entry operations and
breaching. With easy-to-use
controls, great ergonomics
and fast sights, the Tec 12 will
certainly give SWAT and patrol
officers the upper hand.

Pump-action/semi-auto
hybrid reigns supreme
in close quarters!

V

ariety, as they say, is the spice of life, but decisions
can be tough—especially when it comes to choosing a tactical shotgun for law enforcement. Do
you opt for the tried-and-true pump-action 12

gauge or do you instead select a semi-auto smooth-

By Kevin R. Davis • Photos by Joe Levack

bore? It’s true that the pump shotguns that have
been in the agency armory for years and years
have been abused much and shot little, but after the dust is blown off and they’re loaded
with 12-gauge fodder, they’ll still perform.
That said, the newer semi-auto shotguns are just as resilient, shoot as fast as
you can pull the trigger, and are easier to
manipulate than a pump action. Let’s face it: Even with the
gross-motor-skill motion of racking a pump forearm, shortstroking still takes place and frequently results in a 00 shotshell on the deck instead of in the chamber and a very loud
click instead of a bang. So which system should those in law
enforcement get? Get the best of both worlds.
Yep, that’s right: a dual-action shotgun with the semi-auto’s fast and smooth shooting and the pump’s robust
action. The TriStar Tec 12 is made in Turkey, and
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TRISTAR TEC 12

SPECIFICATIONS
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
TRISTAR TEC 12

Gauge: 12; 3-inch chamber • Barrel: 20 inches • OA Length: 42 inches
Weight: 7.4 pounds (empty) • Stock: Synthetic
Sights: Red fiber-optic front, ghost-ring rear • Action: Pump and semi-auto
Finish: Matte black • Capacity: 5+1 • MSRP: $689

The large operating handle is useful in highstress situations. The bolt release allows the
bolt to move forward in semi and pump modes.

TriStar has installed a long section of Picatinny
rail on top of the receiver for adding red-dot
optics or other aiming devices.

mounted if desired. However, the Tec 12
comes from TriStar with great sights. The
rear sight is an excellent ghost-ring design
with adjustment screws for both windage
and elevation. The front sight is a red fiberoptic bead. Both front and rear sights have
protective wings on each side.
The controls for the Tec 12 are nicely
designed and placed. The crossbolt safety is placed forward on the triggerguard.
(The actual safety is not a round, smooth
button but an oblong design with nonslip
striations.) This was a perfect location for
me as a right-handed shooter, as the tip
of my trigger finger would rest right on top

of the safety. Disengagement requires a
purposeful push, which ensures that the
safety stays on until you want to fire.
The action is inertia-driven like other
more expensive actions of the semi-auto
variety and includes a rotary bolt. The operating handle is large, with a circular protective cap that protects your hand during
manipulations. The carrier release lever,
commonly known as the action release
lever, is located above the safety and includes a dot indentation that, when visible,
indicates the internal hammer is cocked
and the shotgun magazine can be loaded.
On the right side and forward of the receiv-

The 20-inch barrel features an external, ported
cylinder choke. The Tec 12’s protected, red
fiber-optic front sight really pops on target.

The Tec 12’s ghost-ring rear sight is easily
adjustable for windage and elevation. It pairs
well with the fiber-optic front for true speed.

my previous firsthand experiences have
shown that Turkish guns are a combination of excellent old-world craftsmanship
and new firearms designs.

Gun Details
Upon first observation, the Tec 12 is a
modern tactical shotgun with just about
everything you need out of the box to
conduct tactical operations or defend the
homestead. The shotgun has a pleasing
and subdued matte black finish, as well as
synthetic furniture both fore and aft. The
forearm is well designed and ergonomic,
and the synthetic stock comes with a pistol
grip, which I favor for tactical and homedefense applications because it offers
better control and one-handed operation
while moving or searching in a residence.
The TriStar Tec 12 is chambered for
2¾- and 3-inch 12-gauge shells. Its magazine capacity is five 2¾-inch shells. The
factory warranty on the shotgun is an excellent five years.
The TriStar comes complete with a
sling attachment plate that can be placed
to the right or left, depending on the
shooter, and a sling-swivel stud on the
stock. The Tec 12’s barrel is 20 inches long
and includes an external ported cylinder
choke. The ports surround the last section
of the barrel forward of the front sight. Running the length of the receiver’s top is a
Picatinny rail where a small red dot can be
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TRISTAR TEC 12

PERFORMANCE
P E R F O R M A N C E
TRISTAR TEC 12 Ga.

Buckshot

Pattern

Federal Reduced Recoil (9 pellet)
Winchester Ranger Reduced Recoil (9 pellet)
Winchester Ranger Reduced Recoil (8 pellet)
Pattern measured in inches at 15 yards.
Slug

Accuracy

Federal 1-ounce Reduced Recoil
Federal 1-ounce Reduced Recoil
Accuracy measured in inches at 25 yards.

Disengaging the large, crossbolt safety
requires a purposeful push, ensuring it will
stay in place until you want to fire the shotgun.

that this ring be turned clockwise and that
the forearm be pushed all the way forward.
The ring is then released, which locks the
forearm in position. Load the gun as previously described and you’re good to go.
Pump-action operation can be selected
with the same clockwise turn and by moving
the forearm back then releasing the lever.

3.00
3.75
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The Tec 12’s controls are easy to learn. When
the dot indentation on the action release lever is
visible, the hammer is cocked and ready to fire.

14.14
11.86
14.53

In order to load in semi-auto or pump
modes with the bolt forward, the hammer
must be in the cocked position. Cocking is
achieved by using the operating handle or
forearm. You can determine if the Tec 12 is
cocked by looking to see if the dot/indent
is visible on the carrier release lever (or by
trying to load the magazine and being un-

At the range, the Tec 12 showed solid centermass hits at 20 feet and kept the eight or nine
00 pellets inside center-mass out to 50 feet.

er is the bolt release catch, which allows
the bolt to move forward in both the semiauto and pump modes. Note that in order
to move the forearm forward while loading
in pump-action mode, this button must still
be pressed.
The type of action—semi-auto or
pump—can be manually set by using the
ambidextrous selector ring located just in
front of the forearm. Semi-auto requires

“

The Tec 12’s ergonomics
were conducive to
cycling the forearm, and
in neither mode
did I experience one
hang-up or a failure
to cycle or fire.

“
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TRISTAR TEC 12
able to insert a shell). Once the Tec 12 is
cocked, the magazine can be loaded normally. A shell can be chambered manually
in semi-auto by using the operating handle
to retract, which causes a shell to move onto
the carrier as TriStar refers to it. The shell
is chambered by pressing the bolt release,
which causes the bolt to move forward.
In pump-action mode, the forearm is
never locked forward. The pump handle is
moved back, a shell is placed on the carrier, and then the (Please turn to page 102)

ZEISS VICTORY
Z-POINT
By Jorge Amselle

Red-dot sights provide super-fast
target acquisition and low-light capabilities.
The Zeiss Victory Z-Point is not only built
tough, but it’s also full of features. Many
operators ensure that their primary reddot-sight-equipped weapon also has a set
of back-up iron sights since batteries don’t
last forever. The Z-Point has a solar cell that
works to recharge the battery in daylight,
thus prolonging the sight’s operational life.
ON TARGET FASTER: The intensity of the
Z-Point’s illuminated reticle self-adjusts for
brightness depending on the environmental
conditions, and it can also be manually
adjusted. This feature is a great benefit,
allowing the operator to automatically maintain proper reticle intensity while entering
or exiting buildings or when going from
sunlight to shadows. The unit also features
an automatic shutoff that engages after four
hours to help preserve battery life. With
1X magnification and a 3.5-MOA dot, the
Z-Point also provides unlimited eye relief
and an excellent field of view for both-eyesopen operation.
The Z-Point is a one-piece unit with
an integral quick-detach clip that does not
stick out and is compatible with Weaver and
Picatinny rails. This red-dot sight is also
waterproof, fog-proof and shockproof and
has an extremely compact aluminum housing. For more information, visit zeiss.com
or call 800-441-3005.

Zeiss’ Z-Point has several excellent features,
including an automatic intensity adjustment
and a battery-recharging solar cell.
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Continued from page 76
bolt release is pressed, allowing the forearm to move forward and chamber. Alternately, with the bolt back and chamber
opened, a shell can be “combat-loaded”
into the open chamber by dropping it in
and pressing the bolt release. It sounds a
little complicated, but the reality is that it
is relatively easy to change modes, load,
unload, fire and operate in either semiauto or pump action.

Range Time
At the range, I tested the Tec 12 with
2¾-inch (standard law enforcement size)
12-gauge shells. I used reduced-recoil 00
buck loads from Winchester and Remington. When it came time to see how well the
gun patterned, the Tec 12 showed solid
center-mass hits in the social shotgun
range of 20 feet and kept the eight or nine
00 pellets inside center-mass out to 50
feet, due in large part to the integral choke.
The Tec 12 is well designed with rubber inserts in the pistol grip. Despite using
so-called “reduced-recoil” high-brass 00
buck during the test, I can attest that these
still carry some bite. In many cases, hard
polymer or plastic grips can transfer sufficient recoil to the shooter, but such was
not the case with the Tec 12.
Firing from an indoor-ready position
with the muzzle depressed and the buttstock touching my pectoral area, I was
able to disengage the safety and fire in
semi-auto quickly and smoothly. About the
only qualm I have with the Tec 12 is the
stock’s length of pull. Measuring 13.5 inches, it is a little long for my taste. Compare
that with the 11.5-inch aftermarket pistolgrip stocks that are sought after by many

tactical operators. Since I shot the Tec 12
without tactical body armor, I cannot attest to whether the stock length would be
ungainly while armored up. Truth be told, I
like shorter-stocked shotguns since I tend
to square up more while shooting than
use a traditional, bladed shotgun stance.
The ghost-ring rear sight and fiberoptic front really allowed the front sight to
“pop” on target. Having spent my entire
police career in the company of pump-action shotguns, I can say that I appreciate
the Tec 12’s speed of operation and shooting in semi-auto mode. And switching from
semi-auto via the selector ring brought me
back home to what I’m accustomed to: the
old reliable pump action. The only difference is the need to operate the bolt release to cycle the pump handle forward or
to combat load a shell with an open chamber. The Tec 12’s ergonomics were conducive to cycling the forearm, and in neither
mode did I experience one hang-up or a
failure to cycle or fire.

Final Thoughts
First of all, the question might arise as
to why you, as a home defender or tactical operator, might want a dual-action
shotgun. The answer is simple: the vast
array of 12-gauge fodder available, including less-lethal shells. Cycling the excellent
inertia-driven system while firing buckshot
and slugs is guaranteed, but lower-recoiling loads such as beanbag and chemical
munitions might not function as well and
have proven difficult for other semi-auto
shotguns. The Tec 12 has found a straightforward solution for this.
In a world of choices, TriStar proves that
you can have your cake and eat it, too, or
to put it another way, have your semi and
your pump all in one well-designed shotgun. That makes the taste even sweeter.
For more information, visit tristararms.com
or call 816-421-1400.

Fast handling and ready for action! The Tec12 has
great pointing characteristics, functions reliably in
semi-auto and can easily switch to pump mode.
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